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Superthermal Ion Signaturesof Auroral Acceleration Processes
T. E. MOORE,C. R. CHAPPELL,M. LOCKWOOD,AND J. H. WAITE,JR.
SpaceScienceLaboratory,NASA MarshallSpaceFlight Center,Huntsville,Alabama
The retardingion massspectrometeron the DynamicsExplorer 1 spacecrafthasgenerateda unique
data set which documents, among other things, the occurrence of non-Maxwellian superthermal
features in the auroral topside ionospheredistribution functions. In this paper, we provide a representativesamplingof the observedfeatures and their spatial morphology as observedat altitudes in
the range from a few thousand kilometers to a few earth radii. At lower altitudes, these features
appear at auroral latitudes separatingregions of polar cap and subaurorallight ion polar wind. The
most common signatureis the appearanceof an upgoingenergetictaft havingconicallobesrepresent-

ing significant
ion heatandnumberflux in all species,
including
O+. Transverse
ion heatingbelowthe
observation
pointat several
thousand
kilometers
is clearlyassociated
with O+ outflows.In someevents
observed,transverseaccelerationapparentlyinvolvesnearly the entire thermal plasma,the distribution

functionbecomes
highlyanisotropic
with Tv > T,, and mayactuallydevelopa minimumat zero
velocity, i.e., becomea torus havingas its axis the local magneticfield direction. At higheraltitudes,
the localized daysidesourceregion appearsas a field alignedflow which is dispersedtailward across
the polar cap accordingto parallel velocity by antisunwardconvectiveflow, so that upflowing low

energyO+ ionsappearwellwithinthepolarcapregion.Whilethisflow canappearbeamlikein a given
location,the energydispersionobservedimpliesa very broad energydistributionat the source,extending from a few tenths of an eV to in excessof 50 eV. On the nightside,upgoingion beamsare found
to be latitudinally bounded by regionsof ion conicswhosehalf anglesincreasewith increasingseparation from the beam region, indicating low altitude transverseaccelerationin immediateproximity to,
and below, the parallel acceleration region. These observationsreveal a clear distinction between

classical
polar wind ion outflow and O+ enhancedsuperthermal
flows,and confirmthe importance
of low altitude transverseacceleration in ionospheric plasma transport, as suggestedby previous
observations.

INTRODUCTION

A related study of large fluxes of upflowing superthermal

The evidence that the terrestrial ionosphere is at times
the source of much of the keV plasma within the earth's
magnetosphere [Johnson, 1979; Horwitz, 1982] has
brought an increasing awarenessthat planetary ionospheres
are active participants in energetic magnetospheric processes.

Processes

associated

with

discrete

auroral

arcs

result in the production of upfiowing ion beam and conic
distributions having characteristic energies in the keV range
[Chiu et aL, 1983], yielding a source of energetic ionospheric plasma operating in the range of altitudes above
about I earth radius. Ionospheric observations have also
revealed that the magnetosphere is at times a notable sink
of ionospheric plasma, producing significant departures
from diffusive equilibrium [Lockwood and Titheridge,
1982]. It has been suggestedas well that an important
component of this ionosphere-magnetosphere transport
is the superthermal heating or acceleration of ionospheric
ions at low altitudes in the auroral topside F region [Moore,
1984, and references therein].
Recently acquired observations, obtained from the
retarding ion mass spectrometer (RIMS) aboard the
Dynamics Explorer 1 (DE 1) spacecraft, include the first
mass discriminating measurements of topside thermal
plasma to reveal both the thermal flows (polar wind)and
superthermal effects due to auroral processes.The purpose
of this paper is to provide a representative event sampling
of the range of superthermal effects observed by RIMS at
altitudes

from

a few

thousand

km

to

a few

earth

radii.

This paper is not subject to U.S. copyright. Publishedin 1985
by the American GeophysicalUnion.

O+ ionsobserved
by DE 1 RIMS in the polarcapduring
disturbed conditions has been reported by Waite et al.
[ 1985 ]. A complementary study of the statistical occurrence morphology for the low altitude events discussed
here is the subject of M. Lockwood et al. (unpublished
manuscript, 1984).
Following this opening discussion. we provide a brief
summary of the salient charactertistics of the RIMS instrument.

We then

outline

the basis for selection

of events for

this study. Four events are documented and analyzed in
some detail. A general discussionrelating and cornpar'rag
the events is given next, followed by a statement of conclusions suggestedby these observations.
INSTRUMENTATION

The retarding ion mass spectrometer consists of three
nearly identical sensor heads, one viewing radially outward
perpendicular to the DE-1 spacecraft spin axis, and two
viewing in opposite directions aligned with the spin axis.
The sensor heads are referred to as radial (R), +Z, -Z,
respectively. Each head consistsof a conventional retarding
potential analyzer (RPA) assembly containing a grid which
is biased in the range 0-50 V with respect to the spacecraft
frame, and an electrometer collector containing a slit which
passes ions to a conventional magnetic sector mass spectrometer having two mass channels(low and high)sampled
by high rate channeltrons. All three head assemblies,including large entrance aperture planes, may be biased 2, 4 or
8 V negative relative to the spacecraft frame in order to
overcome positive spacecraft floating potentials relative to
the plasma. However, all of the data examined here were
taken in a mode for which this bias was set to zero.

The typical mode of operation involved the sampling of
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four to eight ion speciesat 15 or 30 exponentiallyspaced energycoreof the H+ distributionis not visibleabovethe
positive spacecraftpotential. This indicatespositive potens. With a spin period of 6 s, adequateRPA-sPindata arrays tial greater than approximately one volt, and total ion
for each ion speciesare obtained in severalspin periods, density
lessthanabout100cm-3.At times,
a coldrammed
retarding potentials with a basic sampling interval of 0.012

i.e., about 30 s. Angular features larger than approximately

15ø areresolved
by theradialhead.

O+ corewillbeobserved
at highaltitudes,
dueto thelarger
ramenergy
of O+ (feweV for typicalramspeeds).
Events

The RIMS count rate is proportional to the integral
flux above that energy correspondingto the sum of the
spacecraft potential and the retarding potential, i.e., the
first velocity moment of the distribution function beyond
that energy and within the angular field of view. One quali-

fall into the low altitude categorywhen densitiesare large
enoughand spacecraftpotential low enoughfor low energy

fication

indicating upward field aligned flow. The cold rammed

of

this

statement

is that

each

mass channel

responds only to ions within an energy range with a width

of about250 eV for H+, 75 eV for He+, and15 eV for O+.

cores of the light ion distributions to be visible. A common

feature of suchperiodsis a clearshift of the light ion spin
distributions away from the spacecraft ram direction,

O+ presentat thesetimesgenerally
showssmallshifts
(lessthan the thermal width of the spinangledistribution)

In general, the energy pass band is swept upward with the from the ram direction.This feature thus representspolar
retarding potential so that ions just clearing the potential windlightion flowrelative
to theO+ andis,asexpected,
barrier are always at energy band center. As a consequence, a common feature of low altitude data periods when DE 1
the retarding potential sweep to 50 V provides a differen- is outside the plasmasphere.During high altitude passes
tial responseto O+ distributions
extendingto energies over the polar regions, the light ion flows tend to be
larger than 10-20 eV. In addition, the integral flux is obscured by positive spacecraft potential, but can be
weighted by an energy dependent solid angle aperture, observedusing the RIMS aperture bias mode [Nagai et al.,
though this effect is appreciable only for superthermal 1984]. The low altitude auroral zone events studied here
tails having characteristicenergiesof tens of eV and higher. appear embedded between polar cap and subauroralregions
RIMS is self-calibrating in flight through comparison of of light ion polar wind.
the electrometer and mass spectrometer response.Variations in channeltron gain due to high count rate fatigue High Altitude Nightside (Day 293, 1983)
may be monitored and compensated. Early in the DE-1
Plate 1 illustrates a common nightside auroral zone
mission, prior to any channeltron detector degradation,
signatureusing RPA potential and spin phasespectrograms
the effective geometry factors for rammed thermal ions are

for (Platela) H+ and(Platelb) O+. (Plate1 canbefound
as follows:H+ (low-mass
channel)2.7 x 10-3 cm2sr,He+ in the separate
colorsectionin thisissue.)He+ is not shown
(low-masschannel)2.7 x 10-3 cm2 sr, He+ (high-massbut its behavioris qualitativelysimilarto that of the H+.
channel)4.3 x 10-3 cm2 sr, and O+ (high-mass
channel) The contouring indicates spin averaged integral flux for
1.9 x 10-3 cm2 sr. Consequently,
exceptwheredetector energiesabove the retarding potential given on the logarithdegradation is noted, the corresponding ratios of integral

mic scale at the right i.n the upper panel for each species,

flux (cm-2s-1 sr-1)to countrate (per sample)are 3.1 x
while the lower panels provide the RPA sweep averaged
104, 3.1 x 104, 1.9 x 104, and 4.4 x 104, respectively.integral flux within spin angle bins indicated at the right
It is possible to differentiate (or deconvolve, in the

case of O+) the RIMS RPA curvesand deducethe distribution function, albeit with some increase of uncertainty
due to the dffferencing procedure. The RIMS radial head

suffered a failure of its RPA bias supply on day 329 of
1981. However, much useful information is still obtained

from the spin distributions, which are for zero RPA bias

in relation to the spacecraft ram direction. The white
traces in the spin-time spectrograms indicate the spin

phase of closest approach to parallel and antiparallel to
the local magnetic field, the upper of the two indicating
the upgoing field aligned direction.
The spacecraft is traveling equatorward from the north
polar cap into the plasma sheet at evening local times and

essentially first velocity moments of the entire distribution
at altitudes near 1.75 RE . Note the lack of any cold
above spacecraft potential. Further details concerning
rammedH+ flux i.ntheramdirection,
consistent
withlow
RIMS may be found in the work by Chappell et al. [ 1982 ].
ion densities and significant positive spacecraft potential.

SomeO+ is observedin the ram directionbefore and after

OBSERVATIONS

the

event

at 0010

to 0020

UT.

This event

exhibits

an

Four events will be discussedin this section. They have
been selected as representative of the phenomena observed
in the nightside and dayside auroral zone at "high" and
"low" altitudes. The choice of this organization is heavily

X-shaped signature in the spin phase spectrogram format,
indicating a conical pitch angle distribution at the high
latitude edge of the event, which is skewed toward the ram

influencedby the early orbit of DE 1 (elliptical,3.6 RE by

returning to a conical pattern at the equatorward edge of

direction
'at0+; evi'?ving
to a fieldaligned
flow,then

700 km in altitude,90ø nominalinclination,1000-2200 the event.In O+, the conicalcharacter
is by no meansas
apparent
asthat of the H+ i.nthispresentation.
However,
it is clearthat observable
fluxesof O+ arepresentat ener-

local time initially) and by the influence of altitude (or
density) on the spacecraft potential. The prevalence of the
low altitude events presented below is discussed by M.
Lockwood et al. (unpublished manuscript, 1984], who
present a statistical study of the occurrence morphology of

O+ eventsbaseduponthe full DE-RIMSdatasetacquired
between

October

1981 and October

1983.

Events are categorized as high altitude when the low

gies up to and exceeding 50 eV in the field-aligned center

of the event. This is also true of the H + and He+ at that
time.

In order to more clearly show the characteristics of
this event, Figures la-lf provide contour plots of the full

RPA-spin
dataarrayfor O+ duringsixsubintervals
of this
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Fig. 1. DE I RIMS retardingpotential-spindatamatrix contourplotsfor subintervals
of the dataperiodshownin
Plate 1. Contoursappearat intervalsof a factor of 2, localmaximaare indicatedby the symbolH, andarrowsat the
right of eachframe indicatethe upwardand downwardfield-aligneddixections.

in Figure l c suggests
period. These plots provide considerableinformation not rammedO+ duringthe subinterval
apprent in the spectrograms,which have been averaged that the parallel potential drop below the spacecraft is very
small if not zero. It may then be inferred that the enhanced

over one or the other of the array dimensions. Note that
the magnetic field direction in these plots is indicated by
the arrows marking minimum (upgoing) and maximum
(downgoing) pitch angle. In these plots, the integral flux
for a given RPA step is representedby contoursseparated
by a factor of two. Local maxfina are indicated with the

range of 1000-2000 km aRitude in this case, the range
reflecting the uncertainty in conic half angle.

symbol H.

entially with an energy bandwidth of approximately 15

O+ flux is associatedwith transverseacceleration-in the

Figurel d showsthat an O+ beamformedin the center
of the event(recallthat the O+ channelresponds
differ-

Figurela showsthe O+ distribution
at the timewhen eV). Figuresle and If showthat O+ conicswereagain
the H+ andHe+ conics
firstappear.
Notethatthe O+ is a seen in the low latitude part of the structure, this time with
cold rammed populationwhich is retarded at potentialsof

wider conic half angles, prior to a return to cold rammed

that part (of order50 V) of the auroral
a few volts,consistent
withtheramenergyof O+ for a O+. This suggests
spacecraft
speedof 6.5 km/s.As the H+ conic"folds" parallel electric field extended below the spacecraft at the
toward the magnetic field direction (see Figure 1, 0013 center of this structure, and that conic generation was
UT), Figure lb showsthe beginningsof a conic appearing associated with the edges of the electric field structure.
in O+. The next 30 s interval(Figurelc)showsthat a very Ion data from the DE 1 high altitude plasma instrument

pronounced
O+ conichasformed,whichisjustresolved
by show that the ion "beam" actually still contained a conical
RIMSwith a conehalf angleof 15ø-20ø. At thistime,the structure (J. D. Winningham, private communication,
H+ conichasfoldedsufficientlythat it is no longerresolved 1984), extending beyond the RIMS energy range.
in the RIMS radialdetector.The O+ participation
in the
conical flow is clearly enhanced as the conic half angle is
reduced. The conic half angle may be taken as indicative
of the altitude of acceleration, assuminginsignificant field

aligned potential drop. The continued presence of cold

Low Altitude Nightside (Day 11 O, 1982)

Plate 2 illustrates the clear appearance of transverse
acceleration at somewhat lower altitude on the nightside.
(Plate 2 can be found in the separate color section in this
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down to L=7.3, where data collection for this passended.
The type of transverse acceleration apparent in this
event is extreme in that essentially all of the thermal ions
participate in the transverseacceleration, leaving no cold
rammed plasma at all. The signature expected for local

transverse
heatingyieldingT1 > TI[, i.e., a bi-Maxwellian
plasma, is a broadening of the spin distribution toward both

, o,

V•sc

directions perpendicular to the magnetic field, while
maintaining a single peak at zero velocity (in the antiram
direction in the spacecraftframe). The observedsplitting
of the cold rammed

/

tf•

'•

VpERP
0+
B I MAXWELLIAN

e-l, e-2 CONTOURS
T11 = .33 eV
TI = 10.8 eV

distributions

into two distinct lobes

could be produced in one of two ways: (1) transverse
acceleration which is so effective that few zero speedions
remain, i.e., the distribution becomes toroidal; or (2)
transverseheating to a bi-Maxwellian form in the presence
of a positive spacecraftpotential excluding ions with small
velocity relative to the spacecraft. It should be noted that

spacecraft
potentialssufficientto excludepartsof the O+
distributionwill also excludelargerfractionsof the He+

and H+ distributions.
Therefore,on the basisof the
presence
of rammedH+ andHe+ just priorto 0845, we
can set an upper limit on the positive spacecraft potential

of 0.5 V H+ ram energyplusa fewtimestheH+ thermal

il,.5
eV
O+BARRIER
10

Vsc

energy. For reasonable thermal energies an upper limit
of approximately 1.5 V is appropriate. The lack of a discontinuity of ion flux at 0845 precludes a discontinuity
in the spacecraft potential, so that this same upper limit
should apply just after 0845, when the spin distribution
split into two lobes.

Figure 2 schematically illustrates the way in which
toroidal

or bi-Maxwellian

distributions

could lead to the

angular flux distributions of Plate 2. Both panels exhibit
velocity space in the spin plane frame of reference of the
DE 1 spacecraft. The axes represent the direction of motion

Fig. 2. Schematicillustration of interpretations of the data of Plate
2. Axes represent velocity spacein the frame of the moving spacecraft, Vsc. The magnetic field lies nearly in this plane and is
indicated as an appropriately oriented line. The upper panel shows
a toroidal distribution function while the lower panel showsa biMaxwellJan. Cross-hatchedcircles indicate the region obscured by
a +1.5 V spacecraft potential. Dashed circles indicate typical
isotropic MaxwellJan distributions.

direction lying in the spin plane. The direction of the
magnetic field at 0845 is indicated by the line through the
location of cold rammed plasma in this reference frame.
In the upper panel the contours represent a toroidal distri-

issue.) The format of Plate 2 provides spin phase spectro-

lower panel,the contoursrepresent
an O+ bi-Maxwellian

of the spacecraft(Vsc) and the perpendicular
upward

butionfunctionfor O+ havinga thermalspeedof 2 km/s
(0.33 eV), and a toms radius of 8 km/s (5.5 eV). In the

gramsfor O+, He+, andH+. The spacecraft
motionis low havingT1 = 10.8 eV, T[[ = 0.33 eV and no field aligned
across the southern polar cap, rising into the evening plasma

or convection drift. The circles centered at the origin

sheet.Thereis significant
outflowof H+ in the polarcap, represent the region of velocity space not observable on
and some downward or convectiveflow of He+ and O+. accountof positive1.5 V potentialfor the O+ ions.Note
The plasma is basically cold rammed until 0844 UT, when,
without a large discontinuity in flux magnitudes, there is

that the corresponding light ion velocity distributions

an extremely abrupt change in the angular distributions.
What had been a single angular peak near the ram direction
becomes two separate peaks with minima near the magnetic
field aligned directions. This immediately suggeststrans-

as shown. Recall that RIMS responds to the weighted first
velocity moment of the distribution function along its

would be broaderfor a giventemperaturethan for O+

(rotating) line of sight in velocity space, excluding those
portions within a circle corresponding to the positive
verse acceleration. Moreover, the subsequentevolution of spacecraft potential.
the angular distribution peaks of each species toward the
The lower panel of the figure showsthat positive potenupgoing magnetic field direction suggeststhat the space- tials of 1.5 V or larger magnitude may be capable of procraft is flying over a transverseacceleration region relative ducing the observed type of flux minimum in the field
to which it is ascending. However, note that the rate of aligned direction when viewing a bi-Maxwellian distribu"folding" of these evolving conical distributions decreases tion function. However, this is an extreme upper limit;
with increasing mass per unit charge. This suggeststhat the
the actual potential is probably considerably lower. Moresimple picture of parallel acceleration by the magnetic over, even with this large positive potential, the integral
mirror force is complicated for these ions by gravitational flux minimum parallel to the magnetic field should not
effects. Another noteworthy feature of this event is its exceed a factor of 2-3. Therefore, a distribution function
broad extent, beginning at an L value of 13 and extending
having a minimum at zero speed in the plasma frame,

MOOREET AL.' SUPERTHERMAL
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i.e., toroidal, would appear to be a likely possibility. ter. During times of very strong convection, such velocity
Whether the distribution is toroidal or bi-Maxwellian, it filteredflows of 0 + shouldbe a strongsourceof very low
is clear that transverseheating in this event must affect the

energy0 + ions for the nightsideauroralacceleration

bulk of the ion distribution and that perpendicular tem-

regions (M. Lockwood et al., unpublished manuscript,

peraturesof order 10 eV are produced.

1984).

High Altitude Dayside [Day 295, 1981J

Low Altitude Dayside (Day 114, 1982)

Plate 4 illustratesa very commonsignatureof the dayPlate 3 illustrates the type of signatureseen at high
altitude on the dayside, using RPA and spin-time spectro- side auroral ionospherewhich is believedto be the low
altitude source for the high altitude outflows describedin
gramsfor H+, He+, andO+, with the spinspectrograms
at the left and the RPA spectrogramsat the right. (Plate the previoussection (M. Lockwood et al., unpublished

3 can be found in the separatecolor sectionin this issue.) manuscript,1984). (Plate 4 can be found in the separate
Note that in this pass,the spacecraftstays closeto 1000 color section in this issue.) The format of Plate 4 provides

for O+ andHe+ in highandlowmass
loealtime,passing
polewardoverthe dayside
auroralzone. spinspectrograms
The top left panelshowsconicaland field alignedangular

channels,
respectively;
thenHe+ andH+ in highandlow

distributions
in H+, separated
from each other by the channels.The He+ redundancyprovidesa measureof the
magnetosphericcusp or cleft as marked by diffuse relative responseof the high and low masschannels.At

Although RIMS was not this time, the low channelcountingefficiencyis reduced
gainfatigue,
sothatH+ fluxes
arehigher
designedto observeenergeticions, and doesnot properly by channeltron
60incomparison
withHe+ (highmass
resolvethem, the large fluxes of the cuspregionproduce by• factorof about
by the contouring.
this easily recognizablesignaturewhose associationwith channel)and O+ than is suggested
Note
that
the
event
near
1935
UT
separatesregions of
the cusphas been verified by comparisonwith the high
altitude plasma instrument (HAPI) (J. Burch, private light ion polarwindflow, H+ andHe+ beingdisplaced
significantly from the ram direction relative to their
communication, 1984).
of a
The H+ conic and field aligned flow structuresare thermalwidths,whileO+ is not. The eventconsists
broadening
of
all
three
ion
spin
distributions,
indicating
qualitatively
similarto thenightside
H+ features,
though
differing in spatial morphology. Close comparisonwith heating of all species.Actual spin curvesfrom before
the He+ and O+ revealsa very interestingpattern during (upperpanel),during(centerpanel)andafter(lowerpanel)

unretarded ions (0945 UT).

this and other high altitude dayside passes.Note that an

this event are shown in Figure 3. During the event the

He+ field-aligned
flow appearssomewhatpolewardof the O+ angulardistributionis significantlybroadenedin the
H+ field-aligned
outflow(after0953UT), whilean O+ upgoinghemispherebut remainssteepin the downgoing
flowappears
yet furtherpoleward
thanHe+ (mostly
after hemisphere, indicating a distribution function with a
1003 UT). Further, as may be seenfrom the RPA spectro- significantupwardheat flux, i.e., an ion heat sourcebelow
grams on the right, each speciesexhibits clear energy the observation altitude at about 5000 km for this event.
A hint of the nature of the heat source is visible in the
dispersion,lessenergeticions of a givenspeciesappearing
He
+
angulardistribution,whichexhibitsa slightlocalminifurther poleward. It seemsclear that the outflowing ions
mum
in the vicinity of the magneticfield direction with
originatein a latitudinally localized sourceand are dis-

maximum
or kneeat approximately
90ø spin
persedoverthe polarcapby the samegeomagnetic
velocity a secondary
of conicalstructureand
filter which producessimilar dispersionof the magneto- phase angle. This is suggestive

hence transverseacceleration below the spacecraft, though
Reiff et al., 1977]. The continuousnature of the energy it is clear that the conic is asymmetric due to the ramming

sheath ions entering the cusp region [Burch et al., 1982;

dispersion
observedhere indicatesthat the field aligned

of the distribution. The conical structure might be more

outflows contain a broad spectrum of parallel energies, evident if the low energy ions were excluded by a retarding
and are not beams in the senseof having a well defined potential. Unfortunately, the radial head RPA is not operapeak in energy,unlike the nightsideauroral zone struc- tive during the period when the DE 1 orbit permits observatures. A second accelerationregion appearsat about 1013 tion of such events. However, some energy distribution

UT, whichappears
mainlyto accelerate
O+ whichorigin-information is availablefor the O+ ions. This is made
bytherelatively
narrow
energy
response
oftheO+
ated in the more equatorwardsourceregion and has been possible
separated
from the H+ andHe+ by the velocityfilter channel (about 15 eV), which causesthat channelto select
effect.

moreenergeticO+ ionswith increasing
RPA sweep,even

Waite et al. [1985] have examinednumerousDE polar though the RPA grid itself remainsat spacecraftpotential.
cappasses
andshown
thatverylow-energy
supersonic
O+ Although preciseenergiescannot be assignedto the data at
outflows are found throughout the polar cap in association present,it is clear from thesedata that the more energetic
with strong magneticactivity and hence strong polar cap tail of the O+ distributionhas conicallobeshavinga cone

45?,indicating
that theheating
convection.
Theyargued
that the pointsof O+ observa-half angleof approximately
tion are consistent with convection from a source region

below the observation altitude is transverse in nature and

in the dayside auroral oval. The present observations occurs on the order of 1000-2000 km below the spacecraft,

supportthis conclusion,
providinga clearexampleof the similar to the event described by M. Lockwood et al.
spatialmorphologywhich arisesfrom the presenceof a (unpublishedmanuscript, 1984).
localized source of ions with comparable energy distribu-

Figure 4 indicates schematically the nature of the

tions,combinedwith a velocityfilter consisting
of crossed distributionfunctionsfor H+ and O+ indicatedby these

magneticand electricfields: a geophysicalmassspectrome- observations.The figure showsvelocity spacein the frame
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100

4

3

9O

signatures may be defined in terms of integral flux angular
distributions. These are (1) conic (or transversely
accelerated) signatures, as in the low altitude nightside
event (Plate 2), (2) upwelling signatures, as in the low
altitude dayside event (Figure 3), and (3) field aligned flow
signatures,as seen in the polar wind light ion flows (Figure

3). At altitudes
below
2 RE,theupwelling
O+ isthemost

2

1

0 .....

0

..........

180

DAY
071,
1982
19:33:30-19:34:30 //
ALT -- 0.85 RE

•

.J

,,•

90<

common signature of auroral acceleration processes,with
occurrence probabilities up to 0.8 in the prenoon auroral
zone at 3000 to 5000 km altitude (M. Lockwood et al.,
published manuscript, 1984).
However, it should be noted that the actual distinctions
between these categories are not sharp and that some overlap exists. The upwelling ion events exhibit conic structure
in their energetic tails, suggesting that the distinction
between the conic and upwelling categories is a matter of
the degree to which transverse acceleration affects the
thermal core of the ion distribution function. It is possible
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Fig. 3. Spin distribution curvesfor the major ion speciesduring
three subintervalsof the data period shownin Plate 4.

VPERP
B

of the spacecraft, with axes representing the direction of

motion of the spacecraft(Vsc) and the directionperpendicularto Vscand lying in the spinplanein the upgoing

I
!

direction. The direction of the magnetic field is indicated
by the line through the location of cold rammed plasma.
In the upper panel appears a schematic representation of

the polar wind distributions
of H+ and O+. The cold
rammedO+ appearsas a peak centeredat the antiram
direction,whilethe H+ is shownas an isotropic
distribution moving upward along the magnetic field. The lower
panel shows the type of distribution inferred from the
observations of Figure 3. Note the magnetic field aligned
asymmetry and the appearance of conic lobes at large
speeds. These features constitute a significant heat and

Vsc

numberflux of O+ ions,indicating
a heatsource
operating
below the spacecraft and depositing heat preferentially in
the perpendicular ion motions.
DISCUSSION

The four events described in the previous section are

representative examples of the signaturesof auroral acceleration processesas observed in the lowest energy topside
ionospheric plasma. Three basic categoriesof low altitude

B

AURORAL

ACCELERATION

SIGNATURE

Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of the distribution functions inferred
from the data of Plate 4 and Figure 3. The axesrepresentvelocity
spacein the frame of the moving spacecraft,with axesalignedwith

the spacecraftvelocity vector (Vsc) and with the upwardnormal
to Vsc. The magneticfield lies nearly in this plane, as indicated.

The upperpanelshowspolarwind flow of H+ relativeto O+. The
lower panel showsthe signatureof upward heat flux indicated by
the data of Figure 3.
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to envision a continuum of behavior ranging from that
seen in Plate 2, with the entire distribution appearing to be
transverselyaccelerated, to that of Figure 3, in which a cold
rammed population is retained and is in fact still dominant
in the integral flux. At higher altitudes, one expects that
the superthermal tails will dominate the integral flux, due
to a combination of gravitational selection and the obscuring of the low energy core by increasingly positive spacecraft potential. Figure 1c is an example at high altitude of
comparable contributions from the rammed thermal core
and from the superthermal tail. Earlier observations of
low energy conics and transversely accelerated ions
[Klumpar, 1979; Gorney et al., 1981] included only the
superthermal tails of the distributions and were not mass
selective, so that the above distinctions were not relevant.
It is probable that the high-altitude field aligned flow
signature represents the evolution in altitude of the upwelling ion distribution. A comparison of Plates 3 and 4
suggeststhat the dispersive field aligned flows seen at high
altitude originate in the dayside auroral zone upwelling
ion events. The energy dispersion seen in the Plate 3 event
requires that the flowing ions possessa broad distribution
of parallel energies in the range zero to 50 eV, i.e., that
they do not constitute a beam in the sense of having a
field-aligned peak in velocity space. However, note that the
energy dispersion in space can result in the appearance of
a beam distribution at particular locations. It is possible
that the distributions observed can be accounted for by
low

altitude

transverse

acceleration

which

extends

to

energies above that of gravitational binding, followed by
adiabatic motions in the combined magnetospheric magnetic and electric fields. However, these observationsreveal
that these superthermal ionospheric outflows are inherently
two-dimensional in nature, in contrast to most existing
one-dimensional

outflow

models.

In contrast to these dayside signatures, nightside ion
flows

often

exhibit

beam

distributions

which

are

not

attributable to dispersion of a localized source. The beam
feature appears in RIMS data in the form of field aligned
ion flux which is unretarded or retarded only for large
values of the retarding potential. Beams are most apparent
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such a process. However, transverseacceleration extending
throughout the region below a parallel acceleration region
may require a completely new model for its description.

Thesamemightbe saidof the apparently
toroidalO+ distribution function occasionally observed.
CONCLUSIONS

We have presented representative examples of superthermal signatures of auroral ion acceleration processes.
These observations complement earlier reports of energetic
ion beams and conics, by simultaneously revealing the
relationship between the thermal ionospheric plasma and
superthermal features found in the energetic tail of each
species distribution function. The superthermal features
appear in sharp contrast to the signatures of light ion polar
wind flow, often separating polar cap and subauroral
regions of such flow. Polar wind flows of the light ions
appear as shifts of light ion flux away from the ram
direction and narrowing 'of the angular distribution
consistent with a field aligned flowing distribution which
is reasonably close to a drifting Maxwellian having transonic or supersonic drift speed. Such flows are invariably

accompanied
by O+ flux distributionsshowingsmall
shifts from ram, and little change in the angular distribution width, consistent with slow field aligned or convec-

tive flow of O+.
Low altitude superthermal effects generally include the
development of an energetic tail with conical lobes in one
or more ion species, indicating transverse acceleration at
or below the spacecraft. In extreme cases, e.g., Plate 2,
virtually all of the thermal plasma appears to have become
transversely accelerated, to the point of forming a toroidal

or ring distribution.
In O+ upwelling
ion events,muchof
the upgoingO+ flux is carriedby the energetic
tail which
forms in the upgoing hemisphere and is unmatched in the
downgoing hemisphere. In such casesthe total ion distribution may be characterized as carrying a very large upward
heat flux.

Comparison of high and low altitude superthermal ion
signatures suggests that quite different processes are at
in the O+ channel,as in Figure1 due to its differential work on the dayside and nightside auroral zones. On the
response with bandwidth of about 15 eV. This suggests dayside, a spatially confined source region combined with
that parallel upward ion acceleration forming beams is tailward convection over the polar cap leads to an
primarily a nightside auroral phenomenon.
inherently two-dimensional flow that disperses the
The observations shown here suggest relationships ionospheric outflow in parallel velocity. The source distribetween the low and high altitude signatures of ion accel- bution of parallel energiesimplied by the dispersionis very
eration. The observation of transversely accelerated ions at broad, extending from a few eV to greater than 50 eV
low altitude in the nightside auroral zone and of "X"
(the>50 eV H+ ionsappear
verycloseto thesource
region,
angular distributions at higher altitudes suggests that
whileverylow energyO+ ionsareconvected
well into the
parallel acceleration regions are superposed upon broader polar cap). The field aligned outflow seen at high altitude
regions of transverse acceleration, and. this is confirmed can have the appearance of a beam, but this appears to be
by HAPI observations. However, there is reason to believe due to the parallel velocity dispersion rather than to prethat transverse acceleration through resonant wave-particle
ferential acceleration to a particular parallel speed or
interactions is associated with regions of downward rather
energy. We interpret the energy distribution of this polar
than upward currents [Dusenbery and Lyons, 1981], and cap flow as the result of transverse acceleration followed
should accordingly be limited to regions of return current.
by adiabatic "folding" of the resulting conics in the
An alternate mechanism
for transverse acceleration'invokes
diverging magnetic field, with lateral convection. It is very
the presence of perpendicular electric fields having length interesting to note that the clear mass dispersion observed
scales comparable to the ion gyro-radius [Borovsky and implies an energization mechanism which imparts similar
Joyce, 1983; Greenspan, 1984]. The observation of conics energy distributions, rather than similar velocity distribuin association with the edges of parallel acceleration struc- tions, to each species. This suggests an electrostatic
tures as reported here may be a natural consequence of mechanism, but a simple parallel potential drop is incon-
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sistent with the broad range of energies implied by the Burch, J. L., P. H. Reiff, R. A. Heelis, J. D. Winningham, W. B.
Hanson, C. Gurgiolo, J. D. Menietti, R. A. Hoffman, and J. N
observations. Proper deconvolution of the source energy
Barfield, Plasma injection and transport in the mid altitude
distribution will require a detailed model of this flow
polar cusp,Geophys.Res.Lett., 9, 921, 1982.
region, including the effects of gravity, a self-consistent Chappell, C. R., S. A. Fields, C. R. Baugher, J. H. Hoffman, W. B.
electric field, and the presence of light ion polar wind at
Hanson, W. W. Wright, and H. D. Hammack, The retarding ion
massspectrometeron DynamicsExplorer-A, SpaceSci. Instrurn.,
very low energies.
5, 477, 1982.
On the nightside, observationof the X signatureformed
Chiu, Y. T., J. M. Cornwall, J. F. Fennel, D. J. Gorney, and P. F.
by ion conics, with appearanceof beamsat the vertex of
Mizera, Auroral plasmasin the evening sector: Satellite observathe X, suggeststhat transverse acceleration is associated
tions and theoreticalinterpretations,SpaceSci. Rev., 35, 211,

with the edges of the auroral parallel acceleration region.
Though information about transverse acceleration tends
to be obscured when parallel acceleration appears in the
center of these events, HAPI ion data indicate that transverse acceleration is occurring there as well. It is clear
that the transverse acceleration region moves down in
altitude with close proximity to the parallel acceleration

region. Morovet, this descentin altitude is associatedwith

increasedO+ contentin the eventof Plate 1 and Figure1.
This raises the interesting question of ion acceleration at
the interface of the parallel acceleration region and the
topside ionosphere.
Much

more

work

is needed

to

relate

these

observa-
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